Our Tool Can Help Prevent Trucking Injuries

OPEN & CLOSE CONTAINERS WITH EASE & more...

safe. strong. reliable.
SAFE.

1 DOOR LATCH HANDLE EXTENDER
As a Door Latch Handle Extender, our tool is a safety leverage bar to assist the truck driver or operator in opening and closing shipping container doors. Great for opening and closing shipping/cargo container and truck trailer doors that are slightly warped, rusted or frozen!

2 FIFTH WHEEL RELEASE HOOK
The Fifth Wheel Release Hook assists the driver in releasing the fifth wheel which can cause neck, shoulder and back injury, in addition to damaging your clothes with grease, oil, and road grime. This pull hook may eliminate some of these problems.

3 TIRE THUMPER
The Tire Thumper function assists the trucker driver or operator in a quick method of evaluating properly inflated tires for truck driver safety. Properly inflated tires make a loud, sharp thud. Poorly inflated tires make a dull thud!

STRONG.

Designed to fit and extend the door latch handles on side-by-side doors found on dismountable shipping cargo container trailers and freight cargo vans.

- SAFETY TOOL RATED UP TO 53K PSI
- 3 LAYERS OF RUST INHIBITORS
- PLASTIC VINYL HANDLE
- ANTI-CORROSIVE TO GAS AND OIL. PREVENTS OPERATORS HANDS FROM SLIPPING

RELIABLE.

Businesses, organizations or agencies that need extra secure storage space and currently utilize shipping containers can benefit from our tool - as well as drivers, operators, and workers who are employed in the following fields:

RAIL YARDS
HARBOR YARDS
TRUCKING YARDS
DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION
CONSTRUCTION SITES
CODE ENFORCEMENT
LAW ENFORCEMENT
US COAST GUARDS
FIRE DEPARTMENT
HIGHWAY PATROL
WAREHOUSES
US CUSTOMS
BUSINESSES
MILITARY

info@opnbar.com
opnbar.com/instructions

WWW.OPNBAR.COM
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